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Abstract
Many organizations are just starting to recognize that metadata can form the
cornerstone of a dramatically more effective Enterprise Content Management
Initiative. Therefore, as a part of rationalizing its technology landscape, the Financial
Corporation has embarked on an information architecture assessment project to
define their current taxonomy and metadata landscape in the scope of the Enterprise
Content Management software, which they had implemented a few years back. The
key objective of the ‘Information Architecture and Content Taxonomy Project’ is to
define the AS-IS taxonomy and AS-IS Metadata frameworks of the organization so
that an assessment can be made on the present state. Also, the scope of the project
includes discovering and optimizing their current taxonomy and metadata framework
to a new TO-BE Metadata and TO-BE Taxonomy framework that will enable the
effective use of their content management systems using the same software. The
Assessment Project was done by requirement gathering and understanding the
content centric pain areas. The requirement gathering tools, which were used, were
walkthrough sessions, interviews with key stakeholders including business users and
interactive sessions with technology partners.
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Chapter I: Introduction
Introduction
This assessment aims to present the current state of the Financial
Corporation’s content lifecycle and current content specific pain areas pertaining to
classification and metadata and the as-is taxonomies. This document covers the
current state assessment & analysis of in scope systems, highlights the key
observations on the current state including gaps and pain areas and presents
underlying current state analysis phase findings and deliverables.
This document presents the To-Be metadata framework and taxonomy. To-Be
metadata framework presents underlying metadata categorization and field
recommendations in sync with international metadata standards such as Dublin
CoreTM. Financial Corporation envisions transforming the current state and
establishing a set of recommendations around information architecture-taxonomy and
classification thereby leading to higher productivity by faster retrieval of relevant
information and through standardization of procedures. In order to achieve the above
stated goals, Financial Corporation has embarked on content taxonomy initiative to
optimize their current taxonomy and metadata landscape.
Problem Statement
The Enterprise Content Management implementation in the Financial
Corporation is currently plagued with pain areas like ineffective search leading to
processing delays, inability of the business user to find the right content at the right
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time, content duplication due to lack of a governance standards and absence of a
navigational content taxonomy in place.
Nature and Significance of the Problem
The nature of the problems which the Enterprise content management faces
right now might seem minor on the surface but they cause major repercussions in the
organization like productivity and time losses, ambiguity and confusion for content
authors, lack of strategic direction due to misalignment with global established
standards.
Objective of the Project
Understanding the content specific pain areas, doing an AS-IS assessment of
the metadata framework and the taxonomy, and also come up with TO-BE metadata
and taxonomy frameworks based upon business needs and global standards such as
Dublin Core (DCIM) and finally delivering a Proof Of Concept to showcase that the
TO-BE structures can be implemented using an internal tool.
Project Questions/Hypotheses
The assessment of the Oracle Web Content Center (WCC) in the Financial
Corporation is vast and almost twelve front facing applications use the ECM solution
for capturing data at the back end through the repository solutions provided by
Oracle WCC. The main Questions at the outset of the project are the following:
1. What are the solutions for restricting duplications in content and inaccurate
delivery of content?
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2. What are the ways to stop inhibited content authoring and/or finding the
reason/inability to find right content at the right time?
3. Find the underlying reasons for a lack of comprehensive strategy in
Metadata tagging across applications while using Oracle WCC. Also
suggest solutions.
Limitations of the Project
The Information Architecture and Content Taxonomy Assessment is restricted
in its scope to the implementation of Oracle Web Content Center otherwise also
known as Oracle Universal Content Management only. Any other Enterprise Content
Management solution is not covered under the scope of the assessment exercise or
the project. There are instances of other Enterprise content management solutions
also implemented in the Financial Corporation like Microsoft SharePoint, but because
it is not a part of the Oracle WCC implementation, the assessment or the
recommendations do not affect other software. Also, if at some point of time the
Financial Corporation decides to move out of the Oracle Environment to a third party
content management system like IBM Filenet P8 or EMC Documentum, the advisory
for the metadata and taxonomy frameworks would be redundant.
Definition of Terms
The report has many acronyms, abbreviations and terms, which are defined
below:
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Table 1: Definition of Terms

Acronym/ Abbreviation/
Term

Definition

Controlled
Vocabularies
CGT

Established lists of standardized terminology for use in metadata
frameworks, indexing, and retrieval of information
Content Governance Team

DCMI

See Dublin Core Metadata Initiative
The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative is an open forum engaged in the
development of interoperable online metadata standards that support
a broad range of purposes and business models. The International
Organization has also adopted the standard for Standardization (ISO)
as ISO Standard 15836-2003 (February 2003).
Enterprise Content Management
Formally defined, organization specific and independent properties or
aspect of taxonomy. For e.g. Language is a facet on which content can
be classified into English or Spanish.
IA
Words or phrases that are used as access points for searching content.
They are selected from the text of a resource itself and are not
necessarily part of a controlled vocabulary. They only work well when
the same terminology is used consistently in all resources.
Levels of taxonomy. L0 – Level Zero, Level 1 – Subsequent level and
so on.
Structured information that describes resources.
A metadata framework is a defined structure describing how metadata
can be organized and developed
Proof Of Concept
Subject Matter Expert
Classification according to a pre-determined system. Describes
categories and sub-categories of information.
Universal Content management
Uniform Resource Identifier
Web Content Center

Dublin Core Metadata
Initiative
ECM
Facet
IA
Keywords
L0,L1…Lx
Metadata
Metadata Framework
PoC
SME
Taxonomy
UCM
URI
WCC

Summary
There is a clear and concise understanding of this project is being undertaken
and the problems which are to be solved with the culmination of the assessment. By
the time the assessment is completed all the three questions would be addressed by
coming up with completely new metadata framework and content taxonomy. Also, the
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project uses a lot of technology abbreviations and acronyms for which the definition
of terms (Table 1) can be referred to.
To understand the background of the organization in context and the technology
problems at hand we would move to the next chapter, which would clearly lay out the
background and review of literature.
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Chapter II: Background and Review of Literature
Introduction
The Financial Corporation (Name changed for Confidentiality reasons) is a
Fortune 500 conglomerate, which is present in multiple countries all over the world.
With global headquarters in Minneapolis, Financial Corporation is

diversified

financial services company and in business through its subsidiaries, providing
financial planning, products and services, including wealth management, asset
management, insurance, annuities and estate planning.
Enterprise Content Management (ECM) is a formalized means of organizing
and storing an organization's documents, and other content, that relate to the
organization's processes. The term encompasses strategies, methods, and tools
used throughout the lifecycle of the content.
In context of Financial Corporation, they use the ECM product suite from
Oracle Corporation called the Oracle WebCenter Content (erstwhile Oracle
Universal Content management), which is the end-to-end product suite, which covers
all needs of ECM for a big and diverse organization like Financial Corporation.
Background Related to the Problem
The financial corporation is very diverse and because it is present in multiple
industries and has a diverse set of products, it depends on Information Technology
highly to get things in order and manage not only internal documents but also
documents related to customers. Applications which are internal, that is, which are
used by employees and internal stakeholders and also applications which are used
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by external stakeholders like vendors, franchisers and customers are all dependent
on capturing data from the repositories on the back end, which in this case is Oracle
WebCenter Content. There are some content centric pain areas, which are
experienced by the content authors across verticals and solving them, would make
huge changes in productivity of all involved.
Literature Related to the Methodology
Various discussions were held with stakeholders who are involved with
delivering or consuming content management services. These discussions were
documented and formed the basis of this assessment. Interviews / sessions were
held with the representatives of the following teams.
Table 2: Stakeholder Team Summary
TEAM
CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS

TEAM DESCRIPTION
The Corporate Communications team which extensively uses Advisor
compass and Employee Portals, which are parts of the WCM Instance
of Oracle UCM

AAH GREEN BAY TEAM

The AAH Green bay team, which uses the document management
instance for Financial Corporation Auto and Home.

COLUMBIA MANAGEMENT GROUP

The Columbia Management group representatives, who, use the WCM
and CMG instances of the Oracle UCM.

GLOBAL C OMPLIANCE OFFICE
(GCO)
ENTERPRISE C OMMUNICATIONS
TEAM

APPLICATION TEAMS

ORACLE UCM TEAMS

The Global Compliance Office (GCO) team, which is part of the CMG
instance in context of the Oracle UCM.
Enterprise Communications team which is also the part of the CMG
document management instance of Oracle UCM.
The application teams, which are responsible for the development and
maintenance of the applications, which use the Oracle UCM for their
Enterprise Content Management needs, were also interacted with.
Application walkthroughs of the Oracle UCM and product application
walkthroughs were done with the help of the onsite UCM team, the UCM
system engineers under the overall guidance of the Director of
Application development.
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Summary
This chapter helped understand the organizational background and the
context of the problems, which are being faced by the Digital Technologies
department of the Technology Vertical of the organization. The next chapter would
take us though the methodology, which was followed to do the assessment of the
ECM implementation and ultimately the recommendations.
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Chapter III: Methodology
Introduction
This chapter covers the methodology, which was followed for requirement
gathering process and understanding the content centric pain areas, which were
being faced by the business content authors of Oracle WebCenter
Design of the Study

Figure 1: Data Analysis Approach
Intensive walkthroughs with IT stakeholders were done followed with detailed
screen videos and internal interview responses, which were further enhanced with
awareness sessions. Based on the same the As-Is Metadata Framework and
Taxonomy Structures were prepared.
Data Collection
The data collection for the current inventory was done on following three
facets.
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Figure 2: Three Facets of Assessment
The assessment approach has been explained in detail below:
Interview With Key IT SMEs

IT SMEs for each of the in scope applications were identified. Application walkthrough sessions were
provided by the IT SMEs, to identify the following:


Number of metadata fields that exists for various document/ content categories



Current Taxonomy Structure



Number of metadata fields filled in by the users



Number of mandatory & optional fields



Number of fields that stores single values vis-à-vis repeating values

Metadata Analysis on the System/ Content Audit

Metadata Analysis and content audit is preformed to extract all metadata fields from different (in
scope) applications and systems. Once extracted, these fields are then analyzed to identify duplicates
and controlled vocabularies.

Business SME Workshops

Workshops with the key business users were conducted with the intent to understand the current gap
areas in the content types and any key additional metadata requirements that may exist from the
business users.
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Timeline
Table 3: Timeline of the Assessment Project
Week

Week 1

Week 2, 3, 4

Week 5,6,7

Week 8

Activities
Interaction with the SME's
Metadata Extraction
Application-Walkthroughs
Access to applications
Fructified Project Plan
10/26 Kickoff
Mapping Current Taxonomy with surveys
User Group associated Vocabularies
Basic Harmonization exercise
Develop Proof of Concept Scope
Specific Metadata/Tagging pain areas
Alignment to Dublin Core & Organization Needs
Taxonomy facets identification
Completion of Metadata Framework
To-Be Taxonomy terms
WIP regarding Proof of Concept
Final Advisory including Metadata Framework and
Future state Taxonomy terms
Advisory Verification meeting and presentation
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Chapter IV: Data Presentation and Analysis
Introduction
Through a detailed requirement gathering exercise over the first 3 weeks of
the assessment exercise, the AS-IS metadata framework over all the instance of the
Oracle Web Content Center implementation was done. Apart from the metadata
framework the content taxonomy was also mapped out. The analysis of the same did
bring out some key findings, which made the understanding of the content centric
pain areas clear, also the inherent strengths and weaknesses of the current
implementation.
Data Presentation and Data Analysis
Financial Corporation has several Intranet Sites, Portals and applications that
is built on Life-ray and interacts with Oracle WCC (Web Content center formerly
known as Oracle UCM), Content Management System, to contribute and consume
content.

Figure 3: Oracle WCC/UCM Content Landscape
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Content Landscape, which is in scope, at Financial Corporation can be
classified into two categories, as depicted in the table below:
Table 4: Content Landscape in Financial Corporation
INSTANCE

APPLICATION
TYPE
ADVISOR APPS

W EB CONTENT
MANAGEMENT

CLIENT F ACING
APPS
CUSTOMER
WEB PORTALS
(CWP)

DOCUMENT
MANAGEMENT

APPLICATIONS
ADVISOR COMPASS (AC)

RIVER SOURCE
(RVS)

COLUMBIA
MANAGEMENT

(CM)

FINANCIAL CORPORATION .COM

EMPLOYEE P ORTAL (EP)
FINANCIAL
CORPORATION
AUTO AND H OME
ASSETS (AAH OR
PNC)

MYFA
(FA)

J OINFINANCIAL
CORPORATION . COM

AAH D OC M ANAGEMENT

CMG FIRST

Current informational architecture gaps and pain points. This section
provides a list of gaps, which have been identified in the current environment.
1. Ineffective search leading to processing delays: It was observed that
search is not effective as content contributors are unable to reliably find
content in UCM that needs to be modified resulting in processing delays
and slower turnaround time for requests from business partners.
2. Inability to find right content at the right time due to inconsistent
metadata: Content is either tagged inconsistently across teams or not
tagged at all which is a contributor to poor search results.
3. High percentage of unused metadata fields: In past reviews of UCM, it
has been found that nearly 40-50% of metadata fields are unused.
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4. Content duplications across applications: There are a lot of content
duplications across applications. Content authors are unable to find the
original content and thereby create duplicate copies. This activity results in
multiple copies existing in different places.
5. No overarching taxonomy Framework or ‘Style Guide’ at the
enterprise level: Lack of an enterprise wide taxonomy framework or ‘style
guide’ which leads to an inconsistent taxonomy across application
6. Lacks Content Governance Standard: No apparent taxonomy or IA
governance policies in place or in effect to control the growth of taxonomy.
In addition, organization lacks a formal structure or a ‘governance team’,
which can monitor, control and evolve the content governance processes
at an enterprise level.
7. Fragmented Vocabulary in Silos: It was observed that the metadata
values are neither consistently used nor maintained across the UCM
applications. In addition, the values are managed at the application or site
level and not centrally. This can result in variances in values and increases
maintenance in terms of deployment, etc.
8. No Navigational Taxonomy in place: There is no formal or consistent
taxonomy in place for the different instances of application.
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Current taxonomy structure.

Figure 4: Two Dimensions of Taxonomy
This section covers the first level navigational taxonomy for all applications.
Hierarchical taxonomy is mapped across three levels–L0-L2 for the applications in
scope. The hierarchical taxonomy facilitates derivation of core taxonomy facets from
the Financial Corporation content landscape.
This section covers the first level faceted taxonomy for all applications and
also the first level hierarchical taxonomy for all the applications. The applications
refer to the multiple front facing applications, which are either used by internal
stakeholders like employees or the external stakeholders such as vendors, franchise
partners and/or customers.
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Figure 5: Navigational Taxonomy–Level 0

Figure 6: Faceted Taxonomy–Level 0
As-Is metadata framework. Through the metadata framework, metadata
elements for various applications have been itemized and described. Objective of
metadata framework mapping is to analyze usage, identify recommendations and
perform analysis for each metadata field so as to identify metadata candidates, which
can be phased out due to redundancy or modified so as to provide greater value to
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information architectural landscape. Based on analysis, it was observed that the
usage of metadata is very sub optimal and unstructured.

Figure 7: Metadata Usage by Instance
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Table 5: Metadata Framework Explanation
COLUMN N AME
Application

DESCRIPTION
Name of the application on which the metadata field is present.
Refer to Current Content Landscape section for the details on
application names.

Mandatory (System)

Following are the options for this field:
 Yes: Indicates that this is a mandatory element.
 No: Indicates that the element is not a mandatory field
 Partial: Indicates that the element is mandatory for some
Document Category and not mandatory for other. The
condition is not enforced at database level but at a UI
level.

Input

Denotes if the field is auto populated by the application or if the
user inputs it manually.

Input type

The type of field. For e.g.: Date, Numeric, Alphanumeric, and
Controlled Vocabulary.

Metadata Element

The name of the metadata element

Description

Description of the metadata element field if available.

Valid Values

These are the possible values of the metadata element in case
the input type of metadata is a controlled vocabulary and is small
enough to be embedded in excel spreadsheet.

Accepts Multiple Value

This flag just indicates whether the metadata field accommodates
multiple values or only single value.

Metadata framework analysis/basic harmonization. Metadata landscape
was audited to assess metadata usage, redundancies and opportunities for
optimization, in order to design a standardized enterprise vocabulary. The below
table and the illustration below depict the number of fields’ vis-à-vis number of filled in
fields for each of the instance:
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Table 6: Metadata Fields Distribution
NUMBER OF M ETADATA F IELDS
UCM
INSTANCES
TOTAL NUMBER
OF M ETADATA
FIELDS
NUMBER OF
FILLED -IN
FIELDS

WCM L

CWP P

CWP L

AAH

CMG
FIRST

226

221

34

33

77

193

131

127

17

15

56

88

WCM P

In historical experience across different customers, most customers tend to
use less than 10 fields for most queries and have about 60-80 fields to completely
describe the document. In case of Financial Corporation, most of the validated
applications have exceptionally high number of metadata fields and on average only
50- 55% of the fields are utilized by the Financial Corporation to fill in the values.

Figure 8: Total Number of Metadata Fields
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For each of the instance, it is observed that the extent of usage of these
metadata items to be on the lower side.
The table given below depicts the metadata usage across all in scope instances.
Table 7: Metadata Fields Usage in Percentage
M ETADATA USAGE
UCM
INSTANCES
USAGE %

WCM P
15.6%

WCM L

CWP P

CWP L

AAH

14.4%

29.7%

17.8%

54.7%

CMG
FIRST
18.7%

Mandatory Attributes–The graph below shows the percentage of mandatory
vs. non-mandatory attributes.

Figure 9: Mandatory vs. Non-mandatory Fields
There are 140 mandatory attributes across 10 applications implying an
average of 14 mandatory attributes, which is quite high.
Input fields and metadata type segmentation. Input field in the As-Is
Metadata Framework sheet denotes if the field is auto populated by the application or
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if the user inputs it manually. It is observed, there are about 76% of the metadata
fields that require manual intervention and only 23% of the fields either auto
populated or auto calculated.

Figure 10: Metadata Input Fields Breakup
Metadata or input types are a mix of different types of values as depicted
below in the graph. The graph also shows the percentage of values that are being
used across all UCM applications in scope.

Unknown/Back End
System
25%

Alphanumeric
33%

Date
10%
Controlled Vocabulary
31%
Checkbox 1%

Figure 11: Metadata Type Segmentation
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Current best practices.
Table 8: Taxonomy Maturity Levels
M ATURITY LEVELS
BEST P RACTICES
Presence of a central enterprise level
thesaurus
Centralized management of ontology
terms and relationships
System provides the ability to generate
“Org Chart” Taxonomy – One, based
primarily on the structure of the
organization
System provides the ability to generate
“Products” Taxonomy – One, based
primarily on the products and/or services
offered by the organization
System provides the ability to generate
“Content Types” Taxonomy – One,
based primarily on the different types of
documents
System provides the ability to generate
“Topical' Taxonomy” – One, based
primarily on topics of interest to the
application users
System provides the ability to generate
“Faceted” Taxonomy – One, which uses
several of the approaches above
The taxonomy follows a written 'style
guide' to ensure its consistency over time
The taxonomy is maintained using a
formal taxonomy management
application
Existence of system aggregated
taxonomy

0

1

2

3

NOT
AVAILABLE

NOT A
FORMAL
PRACTICE

BEING
DEVELOPED /WITH
LIMITED APPLICABILITY

IN
PRACTICE

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

TAXONOMY MATURITY L EVEL (OUT OF 3):

1
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Table 9: Metadata Framework Maturity Levels
M ATURITY LEVELS
BEST P RACTICES
Presence of enterprise wide central
metadata registry, which defines
metadata elements and standards at a
central location. This registry
harmonizes metadata elements for
multiple systems
An organization-wide metadata standard
exists and new systems consider it
during development
The organization-wide metadata
standard is based on international,
industry standards such as Dublin Core
Multiple repositories/applications
/instances comply with an approved
metadata standard
A cataloging policy document exists to
teach people how to tag data in
compliance with organizational
metadata standard
The cataloging Policy document is
revised periodically
A centralized metadata repository exists
to aggregate and unify metadata from
disparate sources
Metadata is manually entered into forms
Metadata is generated automatically and
pre-populated by software
Metadata is generated automatically,
then reviewed manually for correction

0

1

2

3

NOT
AVAILABLE

NOT A
FORMAL
PRACTICE

BEING
DEVELOPED /WITH
LIMITED
APPLICABILITY

IN
PRACTICE

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

M ETADATA M ATURITY LEVEL (OUT OF 3):

X
X
X

1.5

Based on a four point scale maturity assessment model, where 0 is the lowest
score and 3 is the maximum score, the assessment team evaluated all applications,
based on its understanding derived from walk through, application studies and prior
experience. The Metadata and Taxonomy maturity level stands at 1.5 and 1
respectively for all Oracle WCC/UCM instances.
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Summary
This chapter helped us understand the basic harmonization, which was done
with the production data, and understand the crux of the problem areas by mapping
out the AS-IS Metadata Framework and the AS-IS Taxonomy Structure in detail. The
next step is now to map out the TO-BE metadata framework and TO-BE Taxonomy
structure based on global standards such as Dublin Core and the client requirements,
which were understood during the requirement gathering.
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Chapter V: Results, Conclusion, and Recommendations
Introduction
On the basis on As-Is taxonomy, facets, and identified term usage, To-Be
Taxonomy has been designed by mapping To Be Taxonomy Term Sets, which is
derived by removing redundant terms. Advisory was mapped term set taxonomies
across three levels–L0-L2 for the applications in scope.
Based on existent pain areas, content governance limitations and business
recommendations, a two tiered To Be metadata framework has been designed.
Results
The questions, which were asked at the outset, were the following:
1. What are the solutions for restricting duplications in content and inaccurate
delivery of content?
2. What are the ways to stop inhibited content authoring and/or finding the
reason/inability to find right content at the right time?
3. What are the solutions for restricting duplications in content and inaccurate
delivery of content?
Once the TO-BE Metadata and TO-BE Taxonomy frameworks are
implemented it would solve the problems mentioned above because enterprise wide
governance controls would be enforced and consistent nomenclature and tagging
due to the implementation of global standards based new frameworks would ensure
the problem eradication.
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At the Content Author level there would be multiple benefits:
a. Usability: Encourage one content categorization structure for all
applications using Oracle WCC
b. Search ability: Improves search experience for users to find right
content to be modified/changed faster
c. Simplicity: Intuitive folder structure to navigate to right content locations
with minimal clicks
The detailed solutions of how the To-Be frameworks were developed and the key
recommendations are mentioned in this chapter.

Figure 12: Core Areas of To-Be Advisory
To-Be taxonomy term categories. This section covers the first level
itemization of all term set categories, which constitute the To-Be taxonomy. Following
figure depicts the level–0 of hierarchical taxonomy.
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Figure 13: To-Be Taxonomy Term Categories (sets)
To-Be metadata framework. Metadata serves multiple purposes for
describing attributes such as content description, ownership, and administrative
management. The following framework example is based on the Dublin Core
Metadata Initiative. Corporations, industry groups, and governments are increasingly
using the Dublin Core framework on a broad international basis and it is increasingly
the baseline for industry- or application-specific schemas. This feature enhances its
position as a primary building block.
Table 10: To-Be Metadata Overview
CONTENT DESCRIPTION
 Title
 Subject
 Description
 Language
 Audience

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
 Source
 Creator
 Rights

CONTENT ADMINISTRATION
 Date
 Created
 Modified
 Available
 Type
 Format
 Publisher
 Identifier
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The Dublin Core metadata standard is a simple yet effective element set for
describing a wide range of networked resources. The Dublin Core standard includes
two levels: Simple (term) and Qualified (elements or refinements). Simple Dublin
Core comprises of 22 elements. The semantics of Dublin Core have been
established by an international, cross-disciplinary group of professionals from
librarianship, computer science, text encoding, the museum community, and other
related fields of scholarship and practice.

Figure 14: To-Be Metadata Model
Recommendations
It was recommended that Financial Corporation execute some improvisations
aimed at solving some of the key gaps, pain points and future needs identified as
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part of the assessment. These improvisations would enable & drive significant
improvements in a user’s experience to easily find content.
Information governance enforcement. Organizations grow and change and
to remain relevant to the users the taxonomies also change with time. This requires
building a taxonomy governance strategy and maintenance protocol with the core
components of governance so that that the interests of all business units are
represented in the taxonomy design, at the same time ensuring consistency and
uniformity in use of terms, and to provide a mechanism for preventing conflicting,
duplicative or overlapping terms in the taxonomy. The overall quality of the taxonomy
is improved by having a formalized and transparent process for its management. The
resulting taxonomy will ensure consistent terminology usage for accurate and
relevant information retrieval and also in application development. Therefore,
advisory team recommends an Information Governance Model at Financial
Corporation for the taxonomy initiative to define the ownership, management model,
inclusive of the following:
o Governance Framework and Measures
o Roles & Responsibilities
o Content Governance Policies and Procedures
Governance Framework and Measures. Governance framework will ensure
structured changes across project lifecycle are in sync with changing needs of
Financial Corporation. The IA Governance board sits on top the overall content
governance framework.
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The illustration below depicts the recommended governance body that needs
to be in place to establish ownership, responsibility, and procedures for enterprise
information management and governance.

Figure 15: Governance Framework
It is imperative that content governance framework should be operational at
each stage of application lifecycle; in order to be effective. Application of content
governance measures at post implementation phase, without accounting for IA
specific concerns at pre deployment stage would not be successful.
Content governance at each stage of application lifecycle includes the
following:
Content governance at pre-project advisory stage:


Content Landscape Inputs: Being conversant with content landscape,
content structure, metadata landscape and application specific content
management measures, the content governance team (CGT) would
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provide inputs related to content landscape at pre-project consulting
stages. This would help assimilation of governance team with project team.


IA Requirement Advisory: CGT will review initial requirement gathering
plan and suggest changes to incorporate IA specific questions and
business case discussions by project team.



IA Requirements Audit: CGT will review formalized requirements and
ensure that the completeness of IA specific use cases to ensure
application’s maturity.

Content governance via In- Project Coordination


IA Requirement Clarifications: During the project, CGT would provide
clarifications to incumbent project team, on all IA specific use cases.



Metadata / Taxonomy inputs: CGT would provide centralized metadata
framework related inputs to ensure conformity with the way; application
metadata design is set up. Likewise, CGT would ensure application’s
conformity with the formalized taxonomy design.



Controlled Vocabulary inputs: CGT would monitor controlled vocabulary /
look up creations and ensure that there are no duplicate controlled
vocabularies being created which may dilute the application’s conformity to
designed IA landscape. CGT would also provide look up values, specific to
individual controlled vocabularies.
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Search Optimization Inputs: Synonyms would be recommended for
commonly searched items, which would be tagged to a central term within
the Metadata registry.



Design inputs: CGT would review the design and provide design specific
inputs, especially related to data/content models.



Monitoring: During the course of the project, CGT would monitor the
implementation of IA specific functionalities and would provide regular
reports to project/CGT leadership.



IA specific UAT: Prior to actual UAT, CGT would conduct a pre-flight UAT
testing to ensure the ‘IA-worthiness’ of application. CGT would submit its
evaluation to project team and would monitor IA specific bug fixing.

Post deployment change management: Content Governance champions (derived
members) would promote application usage for IA specific functionalities after the
application has been deployed.
Steady State Content Governance Guidance / Support


Search Query Log Analysis: Process by which CGT would analyze search
query log to identify repetitive search queries. If search queries were ‘free
text’ queries, then CGT would recommend application enhancements to
create dedicated controlled vocabulary to cater to popular search
requirements.
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Missing Term Identification: CGT would monitor the content landscape and
information flow via TMA and periodically, identify missing terms, which
could be then added to enterprise taxonomy.



Refinement- tagging logic: Based on analysis and business user feedback,
CGT would identify metadata structure deficiencies and drive changes in
metadata tagging process or framework in order to either enforce changes
manually (via user input) or auto tagging.



Product Governance/Support: CGT would monitor Content Categorizer and
based on evolving requirements, enhance functionalities to provide a wider
reach to applications.



IA Intermediary: All taxonomy and metadata specific update requests from
business SME would be parsed by the CGT to ensure conformance with
taxonomy/metadata design. The validated requirements would be passed
to existing application team for implementation. CGT will work with
business SME to help create conforming requests.



Application Changes Coordination: CGT would drive application changes,
which would be IA specific. This would include guiding application team for
effecting the changes.



Business Rules refinement: Taxonomy and metadata specific business
rules (inclusive of tagging logic, procedures etc.) would be gathered and
implemented by CGT on a periodic basis.
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New C.V., Synonym Introduction: CGT would generate focused
communication of new controlled vocabularies, which would be introduced.
Likewise, through a bulletin (For e.g. newsletter), search optimization
measures (such as new synonyms) could be communicated as well.

Roles and Responsibilities. Several roles and groups are necessary to
effectively manage the taxonomy and to ensure its adoption to a larger audience and
to divisions not currently covered by the same. These roles are essential to
consistently and completely support implementation and provide guidance on future
modifications to the design. The following is not an exhaustive list of every role that
may be involved with some aspect of taxonomy governance, but instead focuses on
the primary resources necessary for maintaining and managing the Taxonomy and
Metadata:


An Enterprise Information Architecture Governance Board provides longterm leadership and strategy for utilizing the enterprise taxonomy and
metadata to achieve Financial Corporation content and information
management objectives.



Taxonomy Managers/ Information Architect and Governance Leads
execute the strategy and provide oversight for maintaining and evolving
taxonomies, metadata and vocabularies necessary to classify and organize
information for easy retrieval.



The Taxonomy Managers/ Information Architect work closely with content
owners and stakeholders, who will use metadata to create, organize and
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retrieve business information needed by customers, external partners and
internal users.


Content Governance Champions (derived members) are the drivers for
promoting application usage for IA specific functionalities and are also,
checkpoint for enterprise level information architecture.

Content Governance Policies and Procedures. Policies and procedures are
provided to help maintain the controlled vocabulary that comprises the taxonomy,
metadata fields and metadata values. For successful taxonomy governance, it is
important that thoughtful, well-crafted policies and procedures are put in place.
All primary actions related to editing the taxonomy should be driven by policies and
procedures. These policies and procedures should be rigorous to ensure the
sustainability and effectiveness of the structure, but they should be flexible enough to
allow it to evolve naturally.
Advisory team recommends developing policies and guidelines against
the taxonomy:


General taxonomy and metadata policies, standards, procedures.



Policies specific to certain actions—Taxonomy Creation, Adding a new
term, Deleting or Modifying, Reusing a Term and Term Set, etc.



Policies pertaining to the metadata and tagging conventions (adding,
updating & deleting) must also be drafted to support the full range of
content.
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Certain processes should be also outlined in the governance policies and
procedures such as: Security and permissions management of taxonomy

The IA Governance Board should closely monitor the turnaround time for each
process and endeavor to address any potential delays that arise.
The following are some of the key recommendations for Taxonomy and
Metadata Policies:
1. All printed copies of the metadata and taxonomy structure must be
versioned with the version number and an updated date printed at the
bottom.
2. All taxonomy categories should be unique and must not overlap with other
categories in their taxonomy level. Exceptions to this may be approved
where they meet a clearly defined business need.
3. All taxonomy categories must be named without the use of jargon or other
terminology that users would not easily understand, preferably without the
use of acronyms or abbreviations.
4. Overall taxonomy will have a maximum depth of three levels.
5. There will be a minimum of three subtopics or categories, with a maximum
of 15.
6. Content tags, or categories, should be reviewed when changes are made
to existing content items.
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7. The Content Management Team should be the first point of contact if
content is incorrectly tagged, or categorized. It will review any
discrepancies with the Enterprise Taxonomy Manager.
8. Changes to the taxonomy should not be approved if the change overlaps
with an existing taxonomy category or its intended functionality.
9. Any stakeholder may suggest new governance policies. All policies and
suggestions are reviewed at Taxonomy Governance Board meetings. Edits
or additions must be approved by at least two-thirds of the Taxonomy
Governance Board.
Conclusion
The completion of a TO-BE Taxonomy and a TO-BE Metadata forms the
completion of the content taxonomy assessment. On the basis of analysis, it can be
seen that Financial Corporation needs adoption of a consistent taxonomy structure
under which a formal enterprise wide central metadata registry in a set nomenclature.
Implementation of the recommended improvisations and adoption of
consistent structure would enable and drive significant improvements in a user’s
experience to easily find content and optimal usage of the content management
implementation done in Financial Corporation.
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